Harvesting Supervisor
High Level Woodlands; High Level, AB
BUILD YOUR CAREER WITH US!
Do you thrive in a dynamic and challenging environment with opportunities for continuous
growth and development?
When you join Tolko Industries, you are signing on with an industry leader in world markets
that has built success through three generations with over 3000 employees and
growing. We provide a dynamic environment with competitive compensation where people
succeed as our most valuable resource. Our structure and culture encourage innovation,
growth, and change in an open environment, and we believe in and practice environmental
sustainability.
For more information visit www.tolko.com.
POSITION OVERVIEW:
Under the direction of the Harvesting Superintendent, the Harvesting Supervisor is
responsible for all operational activities. The Harvesting Supervisor is accountable to
provide input to forest planning, harvesting and hauling, road layout and construction, and
block layout in accordance with predetermined key production, safety and financial
performance targets ensuring that all Company operations comply with government
regulations.
QUALIFICATIONS:
 The incumbent must have recognized forestry training or equivalent experience;
 Active Registered Professional Forester (RPF) or Forest Technician (RFT)
designation; or be eligible for registration with CAPF or CAPFT;
 The incumbent should possess technical forestry and logging related skills as well as
a thorough understanding of forest policy, guidelines and regulations and other
applicable forestry legislation;
 The successful applicant is required to be a self-starter with excellent organizational,
interpersonal and communication skills, and must possess the ability to work with
minimal supervision and changing priorities;
 The ability to pay keen attention to detail is essential and must have working
knowledge of standard computer programs;
 The ability to work safely outdoors in an operations environment in all weather
conditions;
 The incumbent must be able to operate in a team environment as well as manage
relationships with contractors, government agencies, and other outside resources.
WHY TOLKO:
 Care for yourself and your family with competitive pay and exceptional benefits;
 Go home safe every day;
 A collaborative, respectful work environment, with growth potential;
 Live where you work;
 Be part of a sustainable and environmentally responsible company.

LIVING IN HIGH LEVEL:
Known as the Gateway to the South, High Level is a beautiful community nestled in the
heart of Alberta’s boreal forest. Enjoy an active lifestyle in this young community with many
events and recreational activities available for individuals and families of all ages. Many
industries support High Level’s economy, including forestry, oil and gas, agriculture and
tourism. High Level has many amenities including a hospital, airport, schools, recreational
facilities and much more. Experience the best of what Northern Alberta has to offer by
joining the community of High Level.
Applications will be accepted until July 22nd, 2017. Apply here
We thank all candidates for their interest; however only those selected for an interview will
be contacted.
Follow us on LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter to stay up to date on Tolko news and job
postings.

